A Legacy of Excellence
The 2018 S&S Professional Cars

S&S Victoria...

A Fresh Approach to Elegance.

Next to your funeral home, it says more about your professional standards than anything else you own. For 80 years the
S&S Victoria has been the standard by which other cars are measured; the original Landaulet. The new S&S Victoria is
obviously a car in its own sphere of dominance. With the majestic Victoria, S&S craftsmen have captured the spirit of
sleek elegance, and at the same time, have incorporated all the dignity, luxury and individuality so essential to the exacting
funeral director.

S&S Park Hill…
A Fresh Approach to Classic Design Tuned to the Contemporary.
Tastefully styled with classic lines that underscore your stature as a funeral service professional, the Park Hill by S&S
is a splendid example of a traditional style deliberately tuned to the contemporary and created for funeral directors who
prefer the limousine type of funeral car. The S&S Park Hill is crafted for those discriminating funeral directors who
prefer the most exclusive motor equipment. With its sweeping, modern lines, the Park Hill stands alone as a fresh
approach to classic design.

S&S Medalist…
A Fresh Approach to Luxury and Affordability.
Deliberately designed to be luxurious, yet unpretentious, and in keeping with the integrity of your profession, the all-new
Medalist by S&S is a most affordable professional car. With its classic styling, remarkable coachwork and dignified lines,
this exquisite vehicle has all the quality, engineering, and craftsmanship expected of an S&S. And, like all S&S professional
vehicles, the Medalist will retain its value and appeal long after the price has been forgotten.

S&S Limousines…A Fresh Approach to Customized Luxury.
Meticulously designed and crafted to supply luxury and comfort to
the families your serve, the 2018 Cadillac family cars by S&S can
be customized to meet your exacting specifications. Available in
three stretch lengths, including a 70” and 52” extension with a 7”
longer rear door and a raised roof, along with a 47” extension with
a standard or raised roof option. Whichever family car you select,
it complements your S&S funeral coach in every detail.

The all-new 2018 Cadillac S&S Professional Cars seen herein continue to represent a
refined styling concept - solid built-in style - tooled into the very structure itself and
bearing the hallmark of simple, classic elegance that will endure for years to come.
S&S styling is traditionally formal with a simplicity and harmony of line reflecting true
beauty and elegance, distinguishing itself in sharp, crisp accents. This gives S&S professional
vehicles a formal silhouette, with elegant yet reserved styling touches that achieves the
ultimate in rich, classic simplicity and elegance.
We cordially invite you to experience the great satisfaction of S&S ownership. We
would be honored to custom build the S&S Professional Vehicle of your choice.

1-888-324-7895
SSCoachCompany.com
Due to continuous improvement, the 2018 S&S vehicle styling
and model specifications are subject to change without notice or
price adjustment.

